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We show, by means of countere\amples, that products with rank rk(M)rk(N) of a matroid M 
by a matroid N do not exist in general. and that there is no free-est product of M by BI. We 
prove that a canonical prodnzt of M by N (having rank rk(M) *rk(fV)-- 1) is a free-est product 
in a certain (weaker) sense. 
As is well-known products do not exist in the category of matroids (com- 
binatorial geometries) and strong maps 11). ‘Jn the present paper we are concerned 
with products in a weaker sense. 
Let M, N be two matroids’ on sets E and F respective y. We say that a matroid 
P on E x F is a quasi-product of M by N if for all y E F the submatroid P(E k(y)) 
of P is isomorphic to A4 by the natural bijection and for all .y E E P{(x]x F) is 
isomorphic to N. If moreover X ic: Y is a flat of P for all flats X of M and Y of N 
we say that P is a protfuct of M by N. We have the following bounds on ranks of 
products: 
Lenma I.& If P is a qwsi-product of M by N, then 
rk(P) d rk(Mhk(N). 
Proof. Let A be a basis of lV ani B be a basis of N. A x B is clearIy spanning in 
any quasi-product P of M b, N. Hence rk(P)S]A x BI = rk(M)rk(f‘i3. 
I~nuna 1.2. If 1’ is a product of A4 by N, then 
rk(P) 3 rk( M) + rk(N) - 1. 
Proof. Let XO=@cX,c~~~cXY,.,=E and Yo=P”Y1”...~Y,=FIKstrictly 
’ For simplicity we assume throughout Ithc paper that the considered matroids are finite and without 
loops. If loops are allowed the def. -ition of a quasi-product is: P(E ~{y}) is isomorphic to M for all 
nonkmps y of N and is the zero matrctid for all loops y of N, resp. for P((x}xF). Clearly this last 
restriction rest&s in no significant loss 01’ generality. 
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increasing sequences of flats of A4 and N respect!vely, where ,m =rk(&f) and 
n=rk(N). Then Xix(y), i=O,l,.. , m where y~Yi and E>:Y, j=2,3,...,n 
constitute a strictly increasing sequence of rk(A.$j +rk(Nj fiats of P. 
If M and N are coordinatizable over the same field one easily constructs a 
product of A4 by N having rank rk(M)rk(N) by using the tensor product of 
matrices. We establish in Section 2, by a counterexample, that tensor products of 
rnatroids (that is products with rank rk(M)rk(N’)) do not exist in general. 
In Section 3, also by a counterexample, we establish that free-est products do 
not tixist in general. There is a canonical construction of a product of rank 
rk(M! + rk(Nj - 1. We show in Section 4 that this product is the free-est in a 
certain sense. 
Products of matroids in the above sense have also been considered 5j: L. I-ovasz 
[A$] and J. Mason [5] (the product defined by Ming-Huat Lim in [6] is not a 
product in our sense). Independently of the author the question of the existence 
of a tensor product is asked by L. Lovslsz in [4, Section 3.21, the question of the 
exirtcnce of a free-est product is asked by J. Mason in [S, Section 21. 
2. Tensor products 
We denote by FL the free (uniform) matro; .,f rank r on n elements. 
Proposition 2.1. A quasi-product of the Vamh ..Ytatroid by Fz has rank at most 7. 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 uses iire followiilg lemma: 
Lemma 2.2. Let P be a quasi-product of A4 by hr. 7’he following properties are 
equivalent: 
(ij rk(P) = rk(Mjrk(Nj. 
(ii) ho, qI; X independent in M and Y independent in N, XX Y is independent 
ir; P. 
(iii) For all flat: X, X’ of M with X’C X and all flats Y, Y’ of N with Y’c 1, 
(X’x Y)U(Xx Y’) is a par of P. 
(iv) ForaIlX’EXsEand Y’cYcFwehaue 
~P((XX Y’) U (X’ X Y)) = rM(X)rN( Y’) + rM(X’)rN( Y)- rM(X’)rN( Y’). 
Proof. We prove the implications (i)+ (ii)j(iii)+(i), (ii)=$(iv); (IV)+(~) is 
clear. 
(i) + (ii). Let A b e a basis of M containing X and B be a basis of N containing 
Y. Cleariy A x I3 is spanning in P. Since IA x I31 = rk(Mjrk(N) = rL(P), A :< B is a 
basis of P, hence XX Y contained in A x B is independent in .P. 
tiijj (iiij. Consider first z =(x. y)~(ExF)\(xx Y). We ma:y suppose x&X 
(the case y$ Y being symmetrical). Let A be a basis ot X in M. Let B be a basis 
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of Y in N containing y if y F Y. We have A U{x} indept;ndent in M and B U(y 1 
independent in !J since X, Y an: flats. By (ii) (A U(x))X (I3 U(y)) is independent _- 
in P, hence z$ A x BP. Now P being a quasi-product we have clearly XX Y c 
A x Z?‘, it follcgs that z$ XX 1“. 
Considerno~rz=(x,y)E(XxX’)\(YxY’).LctA’beab,asisofX’andB’bea 
basis cf Y’. lLct A be a basis of X containing A’ U(x) and B be a basis of Y 
containing 13’ U {y}. By (ii) A x B’ is independent in P, hence z If: (A X B)\ (2)“. 
Since 
(AxB’)U(A’XB)E(A>~:~?)\{Z) 
we have z $ (A x B’) U (A’ X BJP. Now P being a quasi-product we have clearly 
---- 
(XX Y’)U(X’x Yk(A >I: B’)IJ(A’KB)~. 
Hence r$ (XX Y’) lJ@?<T’. 
(iii) * (ii. Se+ MM’) = m, MN) = n and let Xi (i = 0, 1, . . . , m), Yi 
(j=O,l,..., n) be flat:% of M and Fv’ respectively such that 9 = X0 c X, c - - - c 
X,,=E and fl=Y,cP’,c~~~=Y,==E For k=O,l,..., mn set 
2, = (X[k,nlX F)U(Xru,,+.* F: YL-“[k,“,~. 
By (ii) 2, is a flat of P. We have clearly P, = Z&c 2, c - * * c if,,,,,, hence 
rk( P) 3 mu. Since rk(P) * mn by Lemma 1.1 we have rk(P) = run. 
(ii)* (iv). By (ii} and Lemma 1.1. we have rp(X x Y) = rM(X)rN(y) flor all X E E 
and Y c F, hence by the submodular inequality we have 
To prove the reverse inequality consider bases A, A’, B, B’ of X, X’, Y, Y’ 
respectively such that A’c A and 13’ E B. Then the subset (A X B’) U (Ei’ X 13) of 
(X X Y’) U (X’ X Y) is independent in P since contained in A x B, which is 
independent in P by (ii).2 
Proof of Pr@posi&ur 21. Let the Vam& matroid be on the set E - 
{n, Q’, b, b’, c, c’, d, d’}, notations being such that all subsets of E witb cardinality 
S4 are independent except A LIB, A UC, A UD, B UC, B U D, where A = 
{a, a’}, B -{b, b’}, C={c, c’} and D={d,d’}. Let IF; be on the set {1,2,3). 
The Vambs matroid has rank 4, IFi: has rank 2; suppose there exists a 
quasi-product P of the Vamris matroid by IF: having rank 8. 
Consider 
By Lemma 1.1 Aic{l,2,3} has rank ~4 in P, hence since (A X: {1,2,3}) U 
((b, 11, (c, 2), (d, 3)) clearly spans X in P we have r,(X)s7. Similarly r,(Ws 7 
‘Note added in proof. Lemma 2.2 generh’izes to sukets of the form iJL_Z,,2...,,n X, x Y,,++,, where 
X,CX*C --*cX,,c_E and Y,~Y,c~~~c.k~~c_I~~ 
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where 
Y=~(B>:{1,2,3))U(Ax{l.j)U(Cx{2~i~J(~x{3)). 
Set 
Z=XnY=((AUB)x{1)W(Cx(2}HJ(D,x{3]). 
By Lemma 2.2 the sets 
F,=Ex{l}, 
F,=(Ex{I})U({c):<{i.:?,3)). 
F,=(Ex{l})U({c,c’}r:(l,2.3}), 
F,=(Ex{l:)U(( c.c’,d}x{l,2.3}) 
arc flats of P. We have 
F3nZ=(A UB)x{i), 
F,nZ=((AUB~~{l}~U{(c,2~}. 
F, n Z = ((A U B 1 x { 1)) U {tc, 2). Cc’ T’)}, 
F,nZ=((AUB)x{l}rU~(c,2),(~‘,2),(d,3)}. 
Hcl,cc since r,((A U B) X 11)) = 3 we have rp(Xn Y) 27. It follows from the 
suhmodular inequality that r,,(X U Y) S 7. But rhis is a contradiction since X U Y 
clearly spans E x { 1,2.3} in P. 
Remark 2.% Our first proof of the nonexistence of a tensor product for matroids 
was by establishing that a quasi-product of the Vamos matroid by itself has rank 
at mcst 15 (announced in Graph Theory Newsletter 7 (1) 7ept. 1977). 
‘!-his is now a corollary of Prollosition 2.1: Consider a quasi-product P of the 
Vam6s matroid by itself with rank 16. Let Q be the contraction of P by E x {d. d’} 
<notations of the proof of Proposition 2.1). it follows easily from Lemma 2.2 and 
tt,e structure of the Vamos matroid that Q is a quasi-product of the Vamcis 
matroic! by the matroid obtained from IFS by doubling ;I parallel each of its 3 
clen.ents. Since Q has rank 8 we have a contra&ction with Proposition 2.1. 
Thlh remark suggests the following problem: given a matroitl M what is in 
term I f riA4) the largest rank of ’ product of M by itself’? (and more generally of 
It tnries M?) 
3. Free-est pro&acts 
(liven two mqtrcIis M. M’ on a same set, M is said 10 be frw-er than M’ if 
eicry \et indepcrlrkrst in M’ is independent in M. A @-es6 product is a product 
t;cc-cr ihhn ;rhy o~trcr :?t .dut of the same matroids. 
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~r~po~it~om 3.1. There is no free-est product of I72 by itself. 
Lemma 3.2. There is a rank 8 aroduct of Si on (a, b, c. LJ by itself such that thz 8 
elements (a, a), (a, b), (b, a), (I’*, b), (c, c), (c, d), (d, c), (4. d) are independerrt. 
Proof. Let r’ be the group of permutations of (a, b, c, d}2 generated by the 
permutations (x, 9) ++ (u(x), y), (x, 9) t4 (x, T(Y)) for all permutations 0, T of 
{a, b, c, d} and the permutation (x, 9) c* (9, x). 
Let % be the following set of subsets of {a, b, c, d}2: 
the 8 images of ((a, a), (a, b), (a, c), (a, d)) by K 
the i 6 images of {(a. a). (a, b), (a, cl, (b, d), (c, d), (d, dj), 
the $4 images of {(a, a), (a, b), (a, c), (b, ah (b, b), (b, cl, (c, d), (d, dj}, and all 
the ‘J-subsets of (u. b, c, d}’ not containing one of the preceding sets. 
A routine verificatkJn shows that % is the set of circuits of a matroid on 
{a, b, c, d}’ (it suffices to check the elimination property for C, C’ in % such that 
C # C’. C n C’ # fl and IC U C’1 C 9; because of the numerous symmetries this can 
be done by hand). One easily checks that this matroid has the required pror :rties. 
Proof of Roposftbn 3.1. Since IF; is coordinatizable (over all fields) IFi has a 
tensor product. Hence a free-est product P of IF: by itself has to be of rank 9. 
Consider the sets 
X=({a, b.c, d}x{a, b}jU({c,d}x{u, b,c,d}) 
and 
Y=({a, b}x{a, b,c,d})tJ({sc, b,c,d)x{c,d)J. 
By Lemma 2.2 we have rP(X) = I ,(I’) = 8. Since Xrl Y ={(a, a), (a, [J), (b, a), 
(b, b), (c. CL (c, dj, (d, c), (d, d)) is of rank 8 in the product given by Lemma 3.2 
we have rp(Xn Y) = 8. Hence by the submodular inequality r,(XU Y)C 
rp(X)-t- rp(Y) - rp(X n Y’l = 8. a contradictilon si-ce X U Y is the w.hole set 
{u, b, c, d}*. 
4. Lower pRWEds 
Ci\,en two sets E. F and a subset X of E X F we denote? by p,(X) respectively 
pz(X) the projection of X on I=’ respectively F. 
Let A4 and N be two matroids on finite sets E and F respectively. Consider the 
function f defined for subsets X of E x F by f(X) = rbi(pl(Xj)+ ;r,,(p,(X))- 1. One 
easily checks that f is increasing and submodular. Lt t*ollows from a theorem 
announced by J. Ednronds and G.-C. Rota in [3: {cf. [:, Prop. 7.31 c,nd [7, Chap. 
8.1, Th. 31) that the .;uhsets X of E X such that / YlS f( pi) fm ail I’G X_ Y # $a. 
are the independent sets of a matroid on E x F. e demte this matroid kq’ M x N. 
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Brop&tio~ i.1. M x N is a product of M by N of rank rk(M)+rk(N)- 1. 
The proof of l?roposit.ion 4.1 is straightforward. We leave it to the reader. b?ote 
that the product given by this construction is not associative (for instance *we have 
(IF, x lrz) x IF2 # IF, x (IF, x IF,), where Fz denotes the free ,matroid on two elements). 
The ahove construction has alsc heen independently given by L. Lov~sz [4] and 
J. Mason [5] with the slightly different point of view of Dilworth compietion. 
M x .Y is called by Lovasz the lower product of M by 1U. 
Thleorem 4.2. Let M, N be two matroids m (fiizite) sets E and E’ respectively. Tile 
lower product M x N is the free-est quasi-product P of M Ly N such that rP({x, x’} x 
{y, y’})s3 for all x, X’EE and y, y’gF. 
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a quasi-product of M by N and X be independent in P. Then 
given any bases A of p,(X) and B of p*(X), there is X’C <4 x R independent in P 
such that IX’l=!Xj. 
Proof. It s offices to show that there is X’G A >: p2(X) independent in P such that 
IX’] = 1x1. Consider X’C pi(X) x p2(X) independent in P such tbCd IX’] == 1x1 and 
IX’\ (A X pz(X))I is minimal. We have X’ G A x p:JX). If not conxider z = (x, y) E 
X’\; (A X p*(X)). Since P is a quasi-product A x {y} is independent in P. Let X” 
independent in P be such that 
A x{y>HC”c(Ax{y})UX 
and #“I = JX’I. Since A is a Sasis of pi(X) we have ,z$ X”, hence IX”\@ x 
prfX)Ji < IX’\(A X p,,(X))/, contradicting the choice of X’. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let P be a quasi-product of M by N such that rP({x, X’}X 
{ y, y’}) s 3 for all x, x’ E E and y, Y’E E We show that for all Xc; E x F indepen- 
dent in P, X#@; we have 
i;‘lrl~rr,(p,(x))+rN(pz(X))- 1. 
Let A be a basis of p,(X) and B be a basis of p*(X). By Lemma 4.3 there is 
X’ c A X B independent in P such that IX’1 = IX]. Suppose 
Let y E 63. Since A U(y} is independent in P there is X” independent !n P such 
that P. U{y}cX”c(A U{y})xX’ and IX”l=I.Yj. We have ]X”]Z=(A]+(~~(, hencle 
there is y’~R\{y) such that I~“n(Ax{y’})/>2. Let (x, y’), (x’. 7’) be two 
elements of X”n(A ~{y’}), with xf x’. We have {x, :J’} :K (y, y’> c X”, hence 
r,({x, x’j x { y, y’}; = 4, contradicting :he hypothek;. 
Let M, IV be t w matroids on a set F. -w-t denote by M V rU the matroid on .E 
haling for independent sets the suk;ts X ot &’ such that 1 ‘Y’S r,,4( Y) + rN( Y) - 1 
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for all Y c X. Y# @ Note that M V N is the srnbmatroid 01 M x N induced by the 
diagonal {(x, x) i x E E}. On the other hand we have M x N = M’ V N’ where M’!, 
resp. N’ is the matroid on E XF defined by rMT(X) = r&,(X)), resp. r&X) = 
rNN(p2(X)) for X E E ): I”. 
Fropositi~ 4.4. Let M, N be two matroids on E. A subset X uf E is independent in 
M Q N if and only if for all Y 5 X, Y J- 0, there exist Y:, independent in M and Yz 
independent in N such tha: V = Y, U Yz and YI n Y2 #‘fl. 
Proof, Let X be independent in M V N. Since { Yj d rPJY) -t- Q,,( Y) for all Y c X 
X is independent in the Nash-Williams union M v N of A4 and N (cf. [7, Chap. 
S.:3J). Hence we have >: = XI U X, for some X, independent in M and X, 
independent in N. We may suppose that IX,\ = r&X) and jXzi = rN(X). Hence 
(x1 n x21 ; Ix,1 + I&l -. IX1 u &I 
=rM(XI+rN(X)-(Xjbl. 
Conversely suppose that for all Y cX, Yf 8, there are YI independent in M 
and Y2 independent in N such that Y = Y, U Yz and Y, IT Yz Z_ $. ‘SVe have 
l~l=l~,I+I~~I-I~,~~~l~~r,~Y)+~~~Y)-~. 
torollary 4.5. XC E x F is independent in M x N if a& only if for all Y C_ X, 
Y#$k there are Y,, Yz such that Y = Y1 U Y,, I’, n Y2 # 8, Ip,( Yl)/ = IY1\. 
Ip3(Y2)) = IY,], pl( Y1) i.; independent in M and p2(Y2) is independent in N. 
The rjreceding results generalize to lower products of k 2 2 matroids by 
considering the functio,n 
f(X‘,= c r,(p,(X))-k+l for Xc_E,xE,x---xE,. 
i=l.....k 
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